
Become a living part of Simon Spies’ tremendously festive and absolutely crazy 
universe!

Step onboard and become a part of this charter concept and get an experience 
that you will not forget right away. On this virtual journey there is something for 
those who loves recumbent pleasure and for those who seek the challenging 
excesses in the spirit of Simon Spies.

The event begins already at the entrance where an authentic security-check will 
send you on a safe journey fare away from the daily round and bad weather. If 
the guests get through the security-check, they will be welcomed by e.g. Nordeair 
officious stewardesses and accompanied to the departure hall where the luggage 
is taken care off before boarding.

The boarding passes are forwarded in advance, so when flight number 
NOVO2007 is announced, everybody is ready to board the plane towards Costa 
del Sol with the help and instruction by our helpful stewardesses.

With the help of sound, light and original effects from the aviation industry you’ll 
step onboard a quite new type of aeroplane. There’s a lot of room for your legs 
and it is allowed to smoke at the toilets. You will, of course, be welcomed by the 
captain who will also keep you informed during the flight.

Of course, there is no lack of liquor during the flight, so as soon as everyone 
has found their seats we start the simulation. The stewardesses will, in a more 
humorous way than normal, demonstrate the safety procedure onboard. During 
the flight it is possible to buy duty-free from the service trolleys and watch some 
of the in-flight movies.

At the destination a delicious Mediterranean buffet awaits you....or perhaps an 
overwhelming feast? Our staff will, of course, be dressed in original Simon Spies 
uniforms and will be ready to give their guests an unforgettable holiday. Anyhow, 
everything will be prepared for a party on this holiday evening. So get a hold on 
one of the tropic drinks and get ready to dance! The progress of the evening will 
be tailored to your wishes and budget.

The event can be combined with a challenging teambuilding-day inside the 
charming universe of the charter atmosphere. Here you will compete to become 
the best charter crew and participate in, more or less, crazy activities - all of 
them based on the staff or the guests’ functions on a charter- vacation. There are 
plenty of possibilities - from flight simulator to the hunt for the missing suitcase 
and to the training of the noble art of bartending.

If you want to visit other destinations it is also possible to arrange for an interme-
diate landing: get your first course in Japan, second course in Italy and dessert on 
Hawaii.
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